The structure of unit weighing matrices of order n and weights 2, 3 and 4 are studied. We show that the number of inequivalent unit weighing matrices UW (n, 4) depends on the number of decomposition of n into sums of non-negative multiples of some specific positive integers. Two interesting sporadic cases are presented in order to demonstrate the complexities involved in the classification of weights larger than 4.
Introduction
A weighing matrix of order n and weight p, denoted W (n, p), is a (0, ±1)−matrix of order n such that WW T = pI n . For n = p, the matrix is a Hadamard matrix. The natural extension of Hadamard matrices to the unit Hadamard matrices, i.e., the Hadamard matrices whose entries are complex numbers on the unit circle, has inspired the idea of unit weighing matrices, which is defined as follows.
Definition 1.
A square matrix W = [w i j ], w i j ∈ T ∪ {0}, of order n and weight p, denoted UW (n, p), for which WW * = pI n , where * is the Hermitian transpose and T is the set of all complex numbers of absolute value one, is called a unit weighing matrix.
Weighing matrices have been studied quite extensively and there are over 200 reviewed papers on these matrices in the literature. We refer the interested reader to [5] for general study of weighing matrices. The structure of weighing matrices with large weights (but not Hadamard) has been studied in [4] . All real Hadamard matrices (i.e. weighing matrices of full weights) have been classified up to order 32 (see [11, 12] ). A lot of interest has been shown in circulant weighing matrices and a fair number of orders and weights have been classified for this subset of weighing matrices, see for example [13] and the references therein. Circulant weighing matrices of small weights are studied by Strassler [2, 15, 16] and in Epstein's Master's thesis [7] .
Unit weighing matrices appear quite naturally in the study of mutually unbiased bases in diverse areas of quantum-informatic applications (see [6] ) and in signal processing (see [1] ). In general, unit weighing matrices have very complex structures and are not easy to classify. For example, in the special case of unit Hadamard matrices, the full structure up to order 5 [9] is known and a classification of order 6 has shown to be stubbornly complicated [14] . Naturally, in general the study of the structure of unit weighing matrices is much harder.
In this paper, the complete structure of unit weighing matrices of weight less than 5 is provided. Two examples to show the complexities involved in weight 5 are also included.
Throughout the paper, we use "−" to denote "−1" and use unimodular number for the elements of T. Note that by applying (T 5) followed by (T 6), we have that the transpose of a unit weighing matrix is also a unit weighing matrix. Note that (T 5) and (T 6) are excluded from the definition in order to maintain consistency between the definitions of equivalence for Hadamard matrices and weighing matrices. Inequivalent (real) weighing matrices have been studied quite extensively for many special cases. All weighing matrices having weights less than 6 were classified in [3] (see Remark 18 below).
A lot of interest has been shown in circulant weighing matrices, see [13] and the reference therein. A fair number of orders and weights have been classified for this subset of weighing matrices. Circulant weighing matrices of small weights are extensively studied by Strassler [2, 15, 16 ] and Epstein's Master's thesis [7] .
In order to study the number of inequivalent unit weighing matrices, we define the following ordering, ≺, on the elements of T ∪ {0}.
1. e iθ ≺ 0 for all θ 2. e iθ ≺ e iφ ⇐⇒ 0 ≤ θ < φ < 2π To clarify the ordering in (S4) (say we are interested in row i and row j), we denote row i by R i = (a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a n ) and row j by R j = (b 1 , b 2 , · · · , b n ) and let k be the smallest index such
Theorem 5. Every unit weighing matrix is equivalent to a unit weighing matrix that is in the standard form.
Proof. Let W be a unit weighing matrix of weight w. Let r i ∈ T be the first non-zero entry in row i. Multiply each row i by r i ∈ T, so that the condition (S1) holds. For column j, let c j ∈ T be the first non-zero entry in the transformed matrix. Multiply each column j by c j ∈ T, which satisfies condition (S2). Permute the columns so that the first row has w non-zeros (each of which must be one since (S2) is satisfied) followed by n − w zeros, which satisfies (S3). Finally, sort the rows of the matrix lexicographically with the ordering ≺. Note that the first row will not have moved since it is the least lexicographic row in the matrix. The transformed matrix now satisfies condition (S4), and hence, is in standard form.
It is important to note that two matrices that have different standard forms may be equivalent to one another. Studying the number of standardized weighing matrices will lead to an upper bound on the number of inequivalent unit weighing matrices.
The existence of unit weighing matrices
We need the following definition in order to determine the existence of certain unit weighing matrices. We will be using the following results for a few small values of m in this paper. Each may be verified easily, so we do not include their proofs here. We begin by extending a result of [8, Proposition 2.5] to unit weighing matrices.
Lemma 7.
If there is a UW (n, w) and n > z 2 − z + 1, where z = n − w, then there is a set that has (n − 2z)-orthogonality.
Proof. First, note that the cases where z ≤ 1 are straightforward. Now assume z ≥ 2. Through appropriate row and column permuations, we may assume that the first z entries in the first row and first column are 0.
• Let Z(i, j) be the number of zeros in the first j rows of the i-th column
By construction, E(1) = z. We know that 1 ≤ Z(2, E(1)) ≤ z, so by appropriate row permutations, the next z − Z(2, E(1)) rows will have a zero in the second column. This implies
We once again perform row permutations so that the next z − Z(3, E (2)) rows have a zero in the third column, so
In general, following this process, we have
Thus, if we examine row z 2 − z + 2, we know that the first z columns already have z zeros in them, thus, all z zeros must appear in the last n − z columns of that row. The set of entries in the first row and that row has (n − 2z)-orthogonality. It is noteworthy to mention that n > z 2 − z + 1 implies that n − 2z ≥ 0.
Corollary 8 (Geramita-Geramita-Wallis). For odd n, a necessary condition that a W (n, w) exists is that
Proof. Let z = n − w. For odd n, n − 2z = 2w − n is odd, but {±1} does not have (n − 2z)-orthogonality. The result follows from Lemma 7.
Existence of UW (n, 1)
Any weighing matrix of weight 1 is equivalent to the identity matrix. Thus, UW (n, 1) exists for every n ∈ N.
Existence of UW (n, 2)
We begin with a non-existence of a unit weighing matrix.
Lemma 9.
There is no UW (3, 2).
Proof. By Lemma 7, the existence of a UW (3, 2) would imply the existence of a set having 1-orthogonality.
This leads us to the following theorem.
Theorem 10. A UW (n, 2) exists if and only if n is even. Moreover, there is exactly one inequivalent class of UW (n, 2) for each even n.
Proof. Let W be a UW (n, 2). By Theorem 5, we may transform W into a weighing matrix in standard form (we will call this matrix W ′ ). Thus, the first two entries of the first column and first row are ones. The second entry in the second row must be −1. So we have that our matrix is of this form:
where W ′′ is a UW (n − 2, 2). We may now use the same process on W ′′ and continue until we arrive at the bottom right corner. If n is even, then we can complete the matrix. However, if n is odd, then the process ends with a 3 × 3 block which must be a UW (3, 2), but we know from Lemma 9 that this does not exist. Thus, there is no UW (n, 2) for n odd. Since the number of inequivalent weighing matrices is bounded above by the number of standardized matrices and there is only one standardized matrix, every weighing matrix of order n and weight 2, for n even, is equivalent to
The direct sum notation given above is used in the same way as is laid out in [3] .
Existence of UW (n, 3)
Weight 3 is the first example of unit weighing matrices where the results are quite different from the real weighing matrices. For example, in contrast to the fact that a UW (3, 3) exists, there is no W (3, 3).
Lemma 11.
Any UW (n, 3) can be transformed so that the top leftmost submatrix is either a UW (3, 3) or a UW (4, 3).
Proof. By Theorem 5, we may alter W so that it is in standard form. This means that the second row has three possibilities after further appropriate column permutations (Note that these permutations should leave the shape of the first row intact). When we say that a row is not orthogonal with another row with no further context, it is because it would imply that the set of elements in the two rows would have 1-orthogonality. 
Proof. Let W be a UW (n, 3). From Lemma 11, we have that the top leftmost block must be either a UW (3, 3) or UW (4, 3) . From here, we know that the first 3 (or 4) rows and columns of the matrix are complete, and as such, are trivially orthogonal with the remainder of the matrix, so we may assume that the lower (n − 3) × (n − 3) submatrix (or (n − 4) × (n − 4) submatrix) is a UW (n − 3, 3) (or UW (n − 4, 3)). As such, the top submatrix of this matrix will also be of the desired form. Inductively, we continue this process until we reach the end of the matrix. The blocks may then be permuted such that all of the UW (3, 3) submatrices appear above the UW (4, 3) submatrices.
Corollary 13. There is a UW (n, 3) if and only if n = 5. The number of equivalence classes is bounded above by the number of distinct decomposition of n into sums of non-negative multiples of 3 and 4.
Note that an alternate way to show that UW (5, 3) does not exist is to use Lemma 7.
Corollary 14. There is a W (n, 3) if and only if n is a multiple of 4. Moreover, there is only one class of inequivalent matrices.

Existence of UW (n, 4)
Similar to UW (n, 3), any UW (n, 4) can be defined based on the blocks along the main diagonal. All UW (n, 4) are equivalent to a UW (n, 4) with diagonal blocks consisting of the following matrices: W 5 , W 6 , W 7 , W 8 and E 2m (x) where 2 ≤ m ≤ n 2 and x is any unimodular number. 
where x is any unimodular number. To give a better understanding of the E 2m , here are the first three examples:
To avoid extended case analysis, we provide only a subsection of the proof detailing the existence of a unique UW (5, 4) up to equivalence. The rest of the matrices follow using a similar manner of case analysis seen here and in section 3.3. 
Lemma 15. Let
Proof. By appropriate row and column permutations, we may assume that the zeros fall on the back diagonal of the matrix. We have the form:
Since row 1 must be orthogonal to each of the other rows, 3-orthogonality gives us:
where a, c, f , j ∈ {e 2πi 3 , e − 2πi 3 }. Since column 1 must also be orthogonal to each of the other columns, 3-orthogonality gives us:
Since rows 2 and 3 must be orthogonal (and similarily, columns 2 and 3), we have:
Finally, since rows 4 and 5 must be orthogonal, we have m = a.
Note that we still have a ∈ {e 2πi 3 , e − 2πi 3 }. But by interchanging the third and fourth rows and the second and third columns, we find that the choices are equivalent. For convenience, we assume a = e 2πi 3 . Thus, we have the desired matrix.
Altogether, we have that a UW (n, 4) exists for any n ∈ N, n ≥ 4. Moreover, the number of inequivalent UW (n, 4) is bounded by the number of decomposition of n into sums of nonnegative multiples of 5, 6, 7, 8 , and 2m (See Section 4 for the different combinations available for all n ≤ 14).
If we are concerned with real matrices, then we may use only blocks of W 7 ,W 8 and E 2m (1) (Note that E 2m (1) ∼ = E 2m (−1) by swapping the last and second last columns). This implies that a W (n, 4) exists for any n = 5, 9. Moreover, the number of inequivalent W (n, 4) is bounded above by the number of decomposition of n into sums of non-negative multiples of 7, 8, and 2m.
To show that W 5 ,W 6 ,W 7 , W 8 and E 2m (x) are the only block formations that arise for UW (n, 4) takes a great deal of space. This is done by starting with the standard row of 4 ones, and then appending all possible rows in a depth first search manner. We omit the lengthy details.
Existence of UW (5, 5)
Haagerup [9] found that the only unit Hadamard matrix of order five is the Fourier matrix F 5 given here:
where ω is a primitive fifth root of unity.
Existence of UW (6, 5)
The full analysis of UW (6, 5) is not yet complete. Thus far however, every matrix that we have found contains only the fourth root of unity or had only one free unimodular variable. For example, 
is a UW (6, 5) with one free variable x ∈ T.
Nonexistence of UW (7, 5)
Lemma 16. Any UW (7, 5) Proof. To prove this condition, we show that three rows must exist with disjoint zeros (Two rows have disjoint zeros if for every column, there is at most one zero between the two rows).
Let W be a UW (7, 5) . We can begin by assuming the standard starting row of five 1's and two zeros. Permute the rows such that the second row is not disjoint from row 1. Two cases may occur from this: there is an overlap of either one or two zeros between the first and second rows. If there is an overlap of two zeros, then the third row must be disjoint from both the first and second rows. If there is single overlap, then permute the rows so that the third row has one overlap with the first. Then the fourth row must be disjoint from the first row. Thus, in either case, there are at least two disjoint rows.
From here, we can easily show that there must be three rows which are mutually disjoint. To do this, we assume that the first two rows are disjoint (say their zeros are in columns 1 − 4). We may only put one more zero in each of those 4 columns, but we have 5 rows left, so at least one row must have no zeros in columns 1 − 4. So this row, along with the first two, are mutually disjoint.
Theorem 17. There is no UW (7, 5) .
Proof. Any UW (7, 5) must contain the above vectors, which we will show cannot be mutually orthogonal.
Taking the pairwise standard complex inner product of the vectors, we obtain the following system of equations:
The 3 }, we have that m, n ∈ {1, a} where m = n. The inner product of rows 3 and 4 is now the sum of 4 third roots of unity, which cannot be zero. Thus, no UW (7, 5) can exist.
Appendices
Remark 18. In the course of our work, we have discovered that one matrix of order 12 and one matrix of order 14 were missing from the classification of weighing matrices of weight 5 in [3] . Later on, we learned that Harada and Munemasa have also made note of this. We direct the reader to [10, Section 4] for the exact details and the matrices that were missed.
Given here is a list of unit matrices of weight 4. Recall that all unit weighing matrices of weight 4 are equivalent to a weighing matrix that is made up of W 5 , W 6 , W 7 , W 8 and E 2m (x). We now give examples of UW (n, 4) with n small. To save space, we will denote the above matrices by 5 * , 6 * , 7 * , 8 * and 2m, respectively (any number without a " * " are of the form 2m). Note that we make no claim about equivalence of the matrices, only that this list is an upper bound on the number of inequivalent matrices. 
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